




•  MAKING APPOINTMENTS

As professional stylists it is a requirement that we are educating our clients from the moment they enter 

our salon. The CAP technical session outlined in the Technical Section steps you through the procedure 

of doing hair and scalp analysis on all clients that enter our salon. The 4 balances is the strong philosophy 

that sets us apart from other salons, the De Lorenzo philosophy is our unique point of difference that 

turns our customers into clients.

We don’t pick and choose who should receive professional advice, each and every client experiences a 

full hair and scalp analysis and this is recorded onto the consultation card. This is a vital tool we use in the 

salon with every client.

It is essential you understand all products and services we provide in the salon and attend the training 

sessions that keep us updated with both product knowledge as well as technical skills. It is the 

responsibility of all team members to show all clients the products they need to enable the client to smell 

touch and understand how use each one.

• CLIENT EDUCATION

•  SALON APPEARANCE
Our client’s visit to the salon is to be a comfortable and enjoyable experience. 

It is a requirement that all team members tidy after themselves throughout the day e.g. sweep hair 

and tidy benches. Teamwork is essential to ensure no clients are seated in a dirty work station. 

Our list of daily, weekly and monthly maintenance tasks are on the back wall, all team members 

are responsible for the tasks. The entire salon needs to be kept organised and tidy. In particular:

• Front windows/doors clean and free from fingerprints and cobwebs.

• Reception area is kept clutter free and dusted.

• All work stations are wiped over and hair/capes removed prior to seating clients.

• Towels are free of threads and holes.

• Coffee area is kept spotless and attention to detail with cleaning the coffee mugs and glasses.

• Trolleys are to be kept tidy and organised in a central area, not left all over the salon.

• Retail shelves are dusted daily and restocked, ensuring all stock is pulled forward.

• Magazines are to be kept neat and ripped ones thrown out. Monthly sorting of old magazines.

• When answering the telephone remember to smile and speak clearly. Beginning with announcing 

   the salon name and your name. This is often a client’s first impression of our salon so please conduct 

   yourself both professionally and friendly.

• Repeat the appointment time, service booked, client name and contact number back to the client at 

   the end of the conversation to ensure you have it right.

• Each stylist has their personal clientele, so ensure this is clarified with the client when booking the 

   client’s appointment.




